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Tech's physical plant expanded
On October 26, Governor Babcock announced the construction
of a new athletic
stadium
at
Montana
Tech. Overjoyed
at
this announcement,
L rushed to
the proposed construction
site,
only to find the stadium in the
final stages
of erection.
"They
certainly
did a fast
job," I thought,
"Tim
made
the announcement
only three.
days ago."
Curious as to how this engineerins feat was acomplished,
I decid~d to ask one ofthe'workmen for some details.
Upon
seeing me, the man hurriedly
reached into his wallet, pulled
out his union card, a hand full
of receipts for paid union dues
and burst into a charming tune
called "Squash the Scabs."
I explained to him that I was
not a union official but simply
a conscientious
reporter
looking .for a story to please my
loveable,
old editor.

Catchers,
Tag SticHe at first refused
to be Communist
kers, etc."
interviewed
saying
that
all
,
"Tag Stickers?".
I quieried.
college newspapers
were " lef t - .
"Sure,
they
put
'Union
Made'
wing Communist~inspired.rags."
we do or.
I assured him that, having en- tags on everything
make,"
he informed
me.
dorsed
George
Wallace,
the
Asked I, "Of. what union are
Amplifier
was
anything
but
you a member,"
left-wing. and if he had ever
Replied
he,
"The
United
read
the fashion
column
he
Brotherhood
of Blue
Denim
would be sure to recognize the
Zipper-fly Cover-all Inspectors."
"middle class mediocrity"
(very
Working
at a construction
American)
just oozing from it.
site?
As I told him this, a smile
"Hell yes, you don't have to
passed
over his face, and a
be
useful, just union."
tear rushed to his eye. After
Feeling a little confused, but
blowing his nose in his sleeve
I bade him
and wiping his eyes with a ever-so American,
good-bye and as I walked slowly
"Spiro Agnew Sou venier Handaway, the chorus of "Chicago"
kerchief,"
he assured me that
going through
my head - I
he would- be proud to be interglanced
back to see A. P.
viewed by such a "regular twoBrane
(my friend
the union
fisted organization."
worker)
spitting, on an 8 x 10
"We got 5,000 men working
colored,glossy
photograph
of
here;" he said, " four hundred
Arlo Guthrie.
do the actual work and the other
Roam4 ,600 are union officials:
I
ing Delegates,
Scab Detectors,

COMPUJOB offers opportunities

A. 1. M. E.

group

reorqanized

sions (U nit e d Presbyterian'
The Anderson-Carlisle
TechA new and unique method of
Church), then contact the stunical Society is Montana Tech's
recruiting graduating
and graddent directly
and coordinate
"student chapter" of the Ameruate students for industry and
with the college placement
of- ican Institute of Mining, Metalthe professions
has been instilurgical, and Petroleum
Enginfice.
tuted on more than 800 camServing both large and small
eers (A.I.M.E.)
Puses this fall.
employers,
COMPUJOB
will
The Anderson-Carlisle
TechA company
called COMPUhelp to. make the on-campus
nical Society, which was named
JOB, headed by two dropouts
personal interview more meanfor two of the college's students
from
the Wharton
Graduate
who lost their lives in World
School of Business Administra. ingful through the COMPUJOB
"profile"
system. Both the e~War I, was organized as a' stution, president
Tanfield Miller,
pl oyer and the applicant. ~Ill
dent organization
in 1922.. In'
aged 21, and vice-president
Edmeet, knowing that each IS in- 1935,
ward M. Swan, Jr., age 27,
the
Anderson-Carlisle
teres ted in the particular
charTechnical Society was officially
paradoxically
uses computers.
acteristics
of the other.
accepted
as the first student
to make recruiting
more perBy mid-October,
COMPUJOB
sonal.
chapter.
of A.I.M.E.
in the
expects to have information
on nation.
Questionnaires
planned
to
more than 50 per cent of graduAt various times during the
provide an extensive and realisating students
who will enter
tic description
of individual edschool
year,
the
Andersonthe labor market next year. In Carlisle Society sponsors guest
ucation background,
occupationthe past, high cost prohibited
speakers
to give technical leeal and locational
preferences,
industry
from sending recruiand personal
goals are being
tures. Through
these lectures
ting representatives
to small
distributed
to students on camthe student members
are given
colleges where students urgentpus to be filled out and returnthe opportunity
to learn of the
ly need
the wide exposure
ed to COMPUJOB.
Computers
problems and techniques
which
COMPUJOB now can give them.
then match students'
qualificastudents may encounter
in inMiller and Swan started COM- dustry.
tions to the particular
specifiPUJOB last year while graducations of COMPUJOB's
widely
In addition to lectures,
the
ate students at Wharton. Miller
diversified
clients and provide
Anderson-Carlisle
Society
has
was a graduate
of the Univerthe _ clients with "profiles"
of
in years past been the sponsor
sitv of North Dakota; Swan of of E-baws. This school year the
students who seem to be most
Tufts. At Wharton, they worked
interested
in working for that
.Anderson-Carlisle
SOCiety plans
together on a compute~ized
~e-' to initiate
type of employer.
an intensified
procruiting project for their thesis,
A massive program of distriand found it so successful that
buting the questionnaires
is now
they left school to put it into
in progress.
At registration,
in
operation
as COMPUJO~,
Inc.
living
quarters,
and through
with an initial total capital of
placement
offices, many of the
$860.
800 colleges are using their own
A special note of congratula"Our aim," says young pre- tions to the football team and
facilities for distribution.
COMPUJOB representatives
are al> sident Miller, "is to give em~ a fine coaching
staff of Ray
ployers brains, not just bodies,
So distributing
the questionBraun, Tom Lester,
Dan Mc"
and to give students
a better
naires on campus, using poster
Carthy,
and Jim McGarvey.
chance at jobs that suit their
displays and direct mail to help
Any place in the Frontier
Coneducation,
skills, and personaensure maximum
exposure
to
ference
other than last place
lity. We used our own system
students.
was previously
unheard
of .. It
to hire all our COMPUJOB
At no cost to the student,
is
a
shame
that
many
students
personnel.
It's worked."
questionnaires
come in their
waited
until second
half to
own postage-paid,
pre-addressshow up at the game, and still
ed
envelopes
addressed
to
others did not even attend at
COMPUJOB,
1100 Connecticut
all. The very least that one
Pariseau attends meet
Avenue,
N. W" Washington,
could have done was to show
D. C. The clients,
including
his support and appreciation
by
Dr. William G, Pariseau
was
such companies.
as American
attending
the
game
even
if
he
in Boston October 20-23 attendAirlines,
CIBA' Drugs,
Ted
didn't cheer. In the future we
on Materials
Bates Advertising
Agency,
J. ing a Symposium
hope to see many familiar
faHandling
sponsored,
by
the
C. Penny
Stores,
American
ces
along
with
new
freshmen,
American
Society
of
MechaniFriends
Service
Committee,
He delivered
a both on the team' and in the
Bankers
Trust
Company,
Al- cal Engineers.
stands. In order to "shake"
up
paper
describing
the
flow
field
lied Chemical,
Riegel Textiles,
the Frontier
League, both exin bins and
American Can, Continental
Oil, of bulk materials
perience and new blood as well
and The Board of National .Mis- hoppers.

Mike Duran
on football

Specimens or spectacles

Mineral Club moves in for the winter
The mineral
club has been
tures
of the area.
He also
having field trips every weektaught the newer members
the
end. They have collected spinel
panning
techniques
of his 40
and garnets near Helena; near
years experience.
Dillon and in the Ruby Mts.,
Now that the weather
has
specimens
of serpentine,
more
changed, the Mineral Club has
garnets, Montana Onyx, and inmoved inside of their new lapisect and leave fossils
were
dary shop where classes will be
found.. The club prospected
on
taught
in the art of cutting,
the slopes near Delmo Lake
polishing-, and faceting
stones.
- for Smoky Quartz crystals and
The equipment is now operable,
scaled the rock walls on Pipeand new equipment
is to be instone. In the Highlands;
Huestalled. Any interested
students
bnerite broke under pounding
can contact
a Mineral
Club
rock picks. Last week the call member or attend the next Minfor gold lead the Club to Strateral Club meeting
Nov. 26 at
ton's gold mining' operations
7:30' in room 107 of the sub.
in
the
Highlands.
Howard
New members
are incouraged
Stratton
explained
his dredgto join. This is the one club
ing, open pit, and hydro
where members
can gain first
electric operations.
He gave a
hand exeperience
in mineratalk on gold mining
in' the
logy, geology,
and the Iapfarea and showed early day picdary arts.
----~-------------------gram
of engineering
orientaThe Anderson-Carlisle
Techtion. This program will involve
nical Society,A.I.M.E.
student
in ,addition
to the lectures,
a chapter has a student member.program of recruitment
to. ship of 79 graduate
and-underboost the engineering
enrollgraduate
students.
Faculty adment of Montana Tech. '
'visor for the 1968-69 school year
The Anderson-Carlisle
Society
is William Cox of the geology
will also sponsor a dance for the
department.
Officers
for the
students of Tech. This will be 1968-69 year
are as follows:
held 2nd semester.
President,
Larry Hoffman; Vice
Members of Anderson-Carlisle
President of Mining, John Cora;
Technical
Society not only ob- Vice President
of Petroleum
tain valuable
information
vis- Joe
Konick;
and
Secretaryiting speakers,
but thev also Treasurer,
Bruce Wright.
receive immeasurable
aid from
Students
who desire further
magazines,
publications,'
and information
concerning the Andother services provided by the erson-Carlisle
Technical'
SociAmerican
Institute
of Mining,
ety, A.I.M.E.
"student chapMetallurgical
and Petroleum
ter," are urged to contact one
Engineers.,
of the above persons.
as support from the fans will
be needed. Congratulations
to
Gary Dahl and John Blumer,
who turned in a truly great last
season with the Tech team. A
special congratulations
to Don
Heater and Chuck Roberts for
making
National
Standings.
I
only
hope
that
everybody
learns to play the role of a
"good winner"
instead
of a
"good loser", a role to which
we had always been accustomed.
. If the spirit that has been
developed
during. football can
be carried
into basketball,
I
am sure that the basketball
season will truly be rewarding.
Be sure and let the team know
that we are really behind them
and appreciate
all their work.
You can do this by attending
our homecoming
games
and
as many
out-of-town
games
as possible.:
A good team is
built by good support.

Sigma Rho
frolics in hay
The Delta chapter
of Sigma .
Rho Fraternity
held its annual
hay frolic at the Columbia Riding Club south of Butte Saturday, November
2. The Rhoboys aad their guests met at
the riding club· at 8 p.m. As the
wagon moved out, there were
about 13 couples somewhere
in
the hay. After much singing,
joking, and under-the-hay
type
activities
in the wagon,' the
group converged
at the cabin
furnished by the Columbia Riding Club. There they danced
to recorded music and, at midnight, they were served hamburgers.
Everyone
enjoyed
themselves,
even though Henry McClernan
kept the group
in line as chaperone.

Editor's note
The poem appearing in this
issue is a translation of the
poem "La Palma". which was
published in the Amplifier on
October 11. The translation
comes in response to the many
inquiries received by the Amplifier; Moreover, the initials
F. E. U. appearing in the last
issue stand for University Students Federation.
The last jssue of, the Amplifier carried an article endorsing George Wallace. Due to the
haste with which the second
issue was, published numerous
errors appeared in the article
as a esult of the printer. The

sixth paragraph should have
read as follows:
There are those that disapprove of law and order under
the premise that it might lead
to a 'police state.' If George
Wallace were elected his
policy of 'non-intervention in
the affairs of .state's rights
would unable him to control the
local law enforcement agencies.
This would make it very hard
for him to control the government as a Dictator.Without these corrections the
article
has little coherent
meaning, as the reader should
be well aware of. '

Letter to the editor
"Fellow collegians, faculty
and staff; ,this is your newspaper." With this declaration,
you launched The Amplifier on
its controversial course. At
least I thought the course was
going to be a controversial one
after reading the first editorial,
"Let the South Be Counted."
"Oh, Mike, baby," I chortled to
myself, "the students are going to sock it to you now!" I
listened to the mutterings of
disgruntled students who were
angered by the content of the
leader. I heard rumors that you
were being attacked from all
sides. The implied racism
which permeated the editorial
was bringing much verbal
abuse upon you, both behind
your back and to your face. On
October 25th, I grabbed the
second issue of the paper and
hastily flipped the p age s
searching for a multitude of
rebuttals. There were none to
be found. What had happened
to those irate persons who had
loudly protested against Mike's
writing? The answer was simple. Having done their griping
over a cup' of coffee. they returned to their indifference.
Mike, and this will be the last
nice thing 'I'm sending your
way, you have the courage to
put your thoughts in print. As
editor of the Amplifier, you've
taken on the role of gad fly.
And, though you couldn't stir
the students out of their apathy,
I salute you for trying. Mike,
en garde!
Your two editorials are more
than even a faculty member at
Montana Tech can stomach,
Mr. Dewey. I really don't know
where to begin, but I'll try
this approach. When one is
confronted with what purports
to be a. logical, well-reasoned
endorsement of George Wallace, then one has the right to
expect logic. As an example
of what I found, I wish to
focus in on paragraph number
. six. I quote:
There are those that disapprove of law and order under
the promise that it might lead
to a police state. If George
Wallace
were elected,
his
policy on non-intervention in
the affairs of state's rights
would inable him readily to
control the local law enforcement agencies. (see editor's
note).
N~w that Wallace is enabled to "readily control the
local law enforcement agencies", sa you put it, Mr. Dewey,
why must one conclude that
"this would make it very hard
for him to control the government as a dictator"? That
might be your conclusion, but
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the logic (?) of the two sentences leads me to conclude that
any man who can control the
law enforcement age n c i e s
might very well become a dictator. S9 much for your logical
'endorsement of Wallace, Mr.
Dewey.
I now wish to take issue
with you over your basic political philosophy as it is revealed in, the same paragraph.
I realize you are not alone in
this stand, and the thought is
frightening. Again I must qutoe
you:
Having watched communism
take over a stable government
through the establishment of a
disregard for law and order,
I feel that law and order are
mote important than justice.
Justice can only be realized
when the state is not under
martial law or the people filled
with apprehension.
The first question I must ask
is: "How stable is a government which can be taken over
through the -establishment of
a disregard for law and order?" If the Communists can
somehow bring about widespread disregard for law and
order, might one suspect that
the stability of the government
was a false one to begin with.
If the laws were not based on
justice in the first place, might
we not expect widespread unrest among the populace? I
believe the Communists thrive
best in societies which ignore
justice. You reveal your attitude to this issue when you
write: "I feel that law and
order are more important than
justice." To me, justice, law,
and order are an inseparable
trio. There can be/no enduring
period of law and order where
justice is ignored. Quite simply,
justice means fair play to me.
If I, as a human being know
that the laws are weighted,
against me, that I will be
treated unfairly by my government, then it is my duty to rebel. If the laws of a country
are disregarded by the people
shouldn't we inquire into the
nature of those laws,
Let us turn to our own nation
as a case in point. When my
rights as a human being,
which are guaranteed to me
under the law by the first ten
amendments to the Constitution, are violated by any state
law, then' I . have recourse to
the courts. If I am not granted
justice in the courts. if my
Constitutional rights are violated, then I have recourse to
revolution. This is simple contract theory, and it is the theory
upon . which our nation was
founded. In an earlier editorial

you wrote:" ... the negro must
not be granted liberties at the
expense of the liberties belonging to the American peopie." Mr. Dewey, the negro is
an American: When he was
born. he was born an American
citizen. Being an American
citizen, he is equal with you
in the sight: of the law. Unfortunately, for all of us, the Black
American has not been ac.corded those rights which you
take for granted. Today, the
Black American is not being
granted liberties at your expense. Today, unlike days gone
by in the tragic history of this
country's race relations, the
Federal Government is enforcing the law of the land. No new
liberties are being granted anyone. For the first time the
Black American is having his
rights as a citizen enforced. It
was easy for Whites to ignore
the tights of Blacks when the
, sherif was enforcing the status
quo rather than the law. Now,
Mr. Wallace would have the
Federal Government cease enforcing the law. Now, Mr. Wallace would have us return to
the good old days of "selective"
law enforcement. The Blacks
in this country will not stand
by and be returned to the ranks
of second class citizens. Mr.
Wallace may be promising
"law and order", but what he
is sure to deliver is chaos and
anarchy. Mr. Dewey, I turn
away in disgust from your endorsement of George Wallace.
Rather, I turn optimistically
toward a mental image of a
nation which will afford "liberty and justice for all." And as
I write this, I place particular
emphasis upon the word "all."
Yours sincerely,
. G. H. Waring

FOOTBALL?

The Editor
Are we not Lizards?! Last
year it was decided that Montana Tech should enter ,the
realm of football with a winning
team even if the players had
to be bought. This was done
and defended under many
vague and questionable reasons
Some of the reasons proposed
were that a winning team
would greatly enhance the
image of the college and serve
as a means of publicizing the
school's name. It was "iilso
pointed out that the student
·body had developed many poor
attitudes towards sports which
might reflect into their professional ability.
The new Montana Tech Ore
Diggers have managed to win
two games and barely missed
winning two others, a far cry
frnm ;last year when the scores
ran 60 to 7, in the other teams'
favor. While the football team
.has made miraculous progress
in one year, the student body
seems to have further degenerated. The conduct at the games
was unprecedented. Never in
the history of the school have
the fans been more intoxicated
or the use of vulgar language
in the cheers so blatant. The
statistics will show that the
better our team played this
year, the worse the vulgarity
was. Is this what we can expect
in the future? If so, the value
of a' winning team is lost in
the pro fussion of filth and degenerates. It is also noted that
only a fraction of the student
body showed up at the last
game. You ask yourself. why
should I go, but you better first

Educat ion for aII ?
Lately we have been hearing
a Tot of talk about "students'
rights." What exactly are our
rights as students? Are they
given to us through no effort
of our own or are they earned?
Basically,
the only right
which we, as students, have
is the right to EARN a good
education. We are given this
right when we pay our fees. In
a sense, we enter into a contract with the educationalinstitution to which we pay" our
fees, the terms' of this contract
being that the institution will
provide us with the facilities,
the instructors, and the opportunities, which we, as students, then have the right to
take advantage of.
When we, as students, receive the right to earn our
education we also take up certain definite responsibilities.
We talk on the responsibility
of allowing every other student to exercise his right. 'It
has often been said that when
one person, in exercising his
rights, 'encroaches upon the
rights of another, the actions of
the first person have exceeded
his rights. This is only too true!
This point can be well demon-,
strated by the actions of, admittedly, a very small minority
of the students in 'the Dorm
here at Montana Tech.

by Douglas Davier

We all have the privilege,
when our academic and financial conditions permit, to seek
relaxation
by going downtown and "hoisting a few." This
privilege is considered, by
many, to be included as one of
our rights as students. But,
this is only a privilege and
when it is abused by someone
who cannot, or, will not hold
his liquor and who manifests
this by his actions; running up
and down the halls, shouting.
and making a general nuisance
of himself. this person is encroaching upon the rights of
others. He no longer merits the
basic right of being able to
earn his education.
Take. for example. another
more general instance. We all
have the right to enjoy-the use
'of the SUB but, when people
neglect to dispsoe of coffee containers and other trash in their
proper receptacles it is much
more dificult for others to enjoys this right. There are only
two common examples.
Rights exist only when each
individual respects the rights
of other individuals. This basic
principle can be applied in any
area.
Before we, as students. act.
either singly or in groups. let
us ask the basic 'question. "Do
we have the right?"

Prof. Young receives grant for highway research
Francis M. Young. assistant
professor of engineering science, has been awarded a $15.000 research contract by the
Montana State Highway Dept.,
and the Bureau of Public
Roads.
Young with his assistant,
Richard B. Rule II. associate
research engineer. are working on a lithifield shale project
recall that you are paying over
$20.00of your activities fee just
for the privilege of seeing the
team play.
The Amplifier is sent to most
of the high schools in the state,
all of the regents. the governor. and to numerous colleges
within and outside of Montana.
Thus the Amplifier enjoys a
greater publicity value than
the football team. However,
this editorial may also serve
as negative publicity for the
school. It is unfortunate that
the situation demands that it
be written. The Amplifier will
not be intimidated into keeping
certain news items out or from
publishing the truth and throwing light upon areas of improvement. Our goal is and
will continue to be the improvement and growth of Montana
Tech.

which
determines
changes
shale or clay strata undergo
when unlo"aded. Various sensors and recorders to detect
changes in moisture. density,
temperature. conductivity and
horizontal and vertical movement. are being used on the
project.
Young anticipates the information obtained will be utilized
.in designing highways to further their longevity. "The ultimate objective of the shale project is to assist in the design
and construction of highways
throughout the United States
which are being built in areas
having these poor supporting
shales and' clays as a foundation." Young said.
The research is being conducted in the Highway and
Soils Research Laboratory of
the Engineering Science Dept.
The work sight is near Pompey's piller, east of Billings.
Why do so many women use
Dial soap?
.
Because Dial spelled backwards means happiness.
The Butte Symphony Orchestra will perform at Montana
Tech on November 24.
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Krishna Iyengar graduates from
High School at the age of 14

Dance schedule
Mixer
Thanksgiving
Christmas
Basketball Came
Registration
Valentine

November 16
November
26
December
19
January 11
February 3
February 15
March 1
March 15
April 12
April 26
May 7
May i7

M Club
Sophomore
Co-eds '

Class

Copper Guards
Freshman Class
AIME
Engineers's
Ball Senior Class
International
Club
Easter Formal
Circle K
Sweetheart
Copper Guards
M-Day
Junior Class
[unior ,Prom

t

Krishna

Iyengar

Thirteen students attend symposium
Thirteen Montana Tech students and two faculty members
attended the third annual College Business Symposium October 29th hosted by Great Falls
which was presented by the
Montana Chamber
of Com.rnerce and theChamber of Commerce of the United States.
Each college in Montana was
invited to send fifteen student
representatives and two faculty

r Fashion's

Corner

I

The "Swinging 60's" brings
the college male an array of
new styles and ideas. Don't let
these gals out do you guys.
Bere are some tips for you
from head to toe.
Coats this year have taken
a new outlook, The "peacoat"
is popular as is the trenchcoat.
Jackets come mostly with zip
up fronts and high collars. The
long double breasted top coat
is featured for evening and
formal wear.
Cords are worn for school
and general comfort and are
styled in the easy going manner of jeans. A model of convience, men's flannel slacks are
now press free and come precuffed with the belt-loop and
plain front styling.
The semi-spread Chelsea collar seen on the new long sleeved shirts, is cut wider for the
bigger knots in the new wide,
striped ties. The leisure shirt
that makes any man look good.
is the pullover
turtleneck.
These are even being worn
with suits.
Sweaters playa big part for
the "on campus" look and this
Year they are form fitting and
of a little Iiahter weight than
the usual bulky knit.
The slip-on shoe with a minature horse-bit orament of solid
brass on top, doubles with the
conventional laced shoe.
Whiskey, mid-blue, charcoal
grey, olive, dark gold and
black are the in colors for
slacks, shirts and matching
socks,

•
Richards

and Rochelle

DRESS RIGHT
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
17 N. Main
Chuck Richards

Butte

Rema Rochelle

members to this Symposium.
Those attending
from Tech'
were Bruce Williams, Mike
Duran, Bob Westermark, John
Blumer, John Corra, Claude
Huber, Rick Dale, Jim Mischkot, Sherrie, Huddleston, Suzie
Foote, Kay Lear, True Trueax,
Charlene Dugdale, Mr. Kasperick, and Mr. McGlynn.
This session started at 9: 00
Tuesday
morning
with Dr.
Leonard Guss, Director of Marketing and Economic Research
for the Weyerhauser Company,
discussing "Poverty Unemployment, Manpower Development
and the Business Community."
The second topic for discussion was given by Mr. Darrell
Booth Executive Vice President for Kampgrounds of America and was concerned with
"Welfare and Guaranteed Income."
Mr. Dennis Dunne, Vice President of Northwest Bankcorporation and Director of Minnesota
Employers Association, talked
about the "Role of Business in
Education," for the third topic
of interest.
He was followed by Dr. Saffer,

Director of Strategic Planning
~or Investors Diversified Services, who discussed the "Economic Effects of Viet Nam," as
the fourth and final topic.
Each of- these talks was followed by a question and answer period in which the students
from all the Montana colleges
were able to ask any of these
speakers questions pertinent to
the subject.
Following these talks and
discussions students and faculty
members were served lunch,
compliments of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United
States.
After the lunch break, the
Symposium reconvened and students were asked to work in
groups to frame one or two
questions not covered in the
morning session. These questions were then put to the panel
of speakers and answered in a
Student Panel Discussion.
Other speakers who took part
in the Symposium were: Verne'
Hendershott, president of the'
Great Falls Chamber of Commerce, Larry Smith, president
of Montana Chamber of Commerce, William Straugh, and
Mr. Corette.
Colleges attending the, Symposium were: Carroll College,
Montana Tech., Eastern, Montana State, Rocky Mountain,
Two students at Montana are University of Montana, Western,
College of Great
now engaged. They are Cathy Northern,
Jo. Allen, who will marry Gary Falls, Butte Business College
David Vavrosky on December and Billings Business College.
14. And Sandra Collons is engaged to Jerry Powers, Sandy
is a freshman here, and her
fiance is in basic training for Students want more
the Army, they have not set liberal arts here
the wedding date.
A student poll was recently
Mary Catherine Shea martaken
at Tech to fnd out what
ried Jere D, Hoy, who is a
students thought of Montana
Tech student on October 12.
There were wedding bells for Tech's educational opportunifour past Tech students during' ties as compared to those of
the summer. Patricia Ann Nel- MSU and U of M and the imson married David H. Cohen portance of liberal arts in education.
on August 3. Susan Marquardt
married Robert H. John Dic- , The majority of general stukenson on June 15. Karen dents qhestioned felt that Tech
Marie Olson married Donald does not offer equal educationJ. Plessas Jr., on June 29. al opportunities. They added
Mary Elizabeth MacDonald a that they feel Liberal Arts
and Sciences are -necessary for
former Tech student married
a
well-rounded education.
Dennis Lee Hunt on June 8.
Contrary to this, engineering
students felt' that Tech does
offer equal educational opporDIANA HUGHES
tunties as compared to Missoula and Bozeman. EngineerL.. dies alld' CltiW'ten Appilll'el
ing students also felt that Liber56-58 West Parlt
al Arts and Sciences are a
BUTTE., MONTANA
necessary part of an education.

Romance blossoms
at Tech

I
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Among the many foreign stu- ited -two cousins, his only reldents attending Montana Tech atives in this country.
Although Krishna is a Hindu,
this year is Krishna Iyengar
of Bombay, India who is here eating customs in the United
States haven't been a problem
on a teaching
assistantship
working with Dr. Vernon Grif- to him. He says he will eat and
drink anything. But when he is
fith.
home with his family, which
Krishna, 22, is studying for consists of his mother, father
his master's degree in metal- and two brothers" he doesn't
Iurgical engineering. He has eat meat, onions, eggs or foods
had 18 years of schooling. At which they do not eat because
14 he graduated from what is of their religious beliefs.
equivalent to high school in
When asked about dating in
this country while his class- Bombay, Krishna said it is very
mates didn't finish until they rare and different from here
were about 16. From there he and steady dating is almost
went to Bombay Tech which he never heard of. He said you
attended for five years, grad- must know a girl's parents very
uating with honors.
well and then you are allowed
Upon graduating
from B. to visit her and her family in
their home. Indian girls are
Tech, he passed an examinavery
shy and they will never tell
tion in which 50,000 other students partook. He was chosen ' their age. Most marriages are
still arranged, and girls tend to
to study at the IndianInstitute
marry quite young there.
of Technology in
Bombay,
Krishna
is secretary-treaswhere he graduated with honurer
of
the
International Club
ors with a degree in Metallurgand besides English he can read
ical engineering.
and write four other languages,
Hindi and
When asked what he thought Tamil, Kanarese,
of the size of Montana Tech, Telugu. There are 14 official
Krishna said when he wrote to languages in India and 6 uninquire about it he was told official which means they have
it was very small, but said he no script. When asked if he had
thought that meant about 2,000 , any problems attending. classes
students. Krishna said he was .in English, he said the classes
very surprised at the size of the he had attended have always
college, but found students, fac- been taught in English.
ulty and other residents to be
His plans for the future? Upon
very friendly and pleasant.
completing his studies at Tech
, He left Bombay by plane and Krishna plans to work in th~
stopped a couple of days in var- country for a couple of years
ious countries. Krishna's first before returning to his homestop in the United States was land where he will engage. in
New York. In Delaware-he vis- engineering.

.

Mud and muck
from the muckers
Other than the rude cardplaying and noisy talking, how
did you enjoy your visit to
Montana Tech, Governor Babcock,

*

*

*

*

*

*

Miss Trythall was honored at
a birthday party Friday, November 31 at 681 Party Lane.
She spent the evening relaxing.
with friends:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

,*

Thanks goes to Pat O'Brien
Mike, Mike, \ the Freshman
and his aids for their gallant
Pres.
Should try to practire what he rescue of several dumb coeds
from that monster, the flat tire
says!
, and its companion, the flunky
*
*
*
'
Mr. Warring didn't get his jack.
,
Thanks
also
goes
to Mr. Taypatterns read for class one Friday, but he faked it, with style. lor for the soothing lute music
he played for his English Lit,
*
*
*
students.
I
The
Rocky
cheerleaders
*
learned quickly that the bath*
*
Jos, what does the "NO NO"
room in the S.U.B. basement
stenciled on the trunk of your
is segregated.
Nash mean?
*
*
*
*
*
.What long-haired sophomore
A 1968 Te~h graduate, Clint
would like to tell a young man's
Degenhart disagrees with Patti
brother to be quiet?
Jaap that he looks distinguished
*
*
*
in his uniform.
Miss Beverly Glaze comments
*
*
*
that she wishes R.B.R. II would
How cold was the Sigma Rho
give up those * ! & % ¢ cigars.
Hay Ride, fraternity members?
*
*
*
Upon recovery from his most
*
*
*
What happy Tech students
recent' mishap, Bud is encourwere "dancing behind closed
aged to resume his telephone
doors" at the Red Rooster Sat- "
singing career
with Johnny
urday night?
Cash.
Pat\must have been nervous
at Saturday's football game it seems he was chewing on his
glove. But Mr. Hancock seemed
very relared as he led the famous Tech Pep Club in a numbe~'
of robust cheers, and Harvey
admirers would like t-o know if
his cheerleading outfit will be
finished in time for the first
basketball game. Also a few
cheerleaders and fans' are advised to check into the meaning
of some cheers they are picking up from our male students.

Mr. C., how is your book en·
title? ','How to Treat a Lady,"
commg along,
Amplifier headlines in 1970~~rbar~ and Buddy in cornpetition WIth 4-B's Re'sturant!
i

*

And the Silver Shovel Award
goes to this month's Kegger
Kasualty, J. H., who was attacked by a flying keg this past
weekend.
It's snowball
kiddies!

season

*

again,

November
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BEDRICH SMETANA AND THE ROMANTIC-by Lloyd J. Little
CZECH TRADITION
The streets
are filled with
rock-throwing
youth.' Sporadic
rifle fire crackles from .overhanging
windows
and roofs.
Bursting flame and glass accompany the clanking of steel
tank tread and the chatter of
50-caliber, tank-mounted
machine-guns. The scene: Bohemia,
Czechoslovakia.
Men will fight and if necessary die in the preservation
or
hope of freedom. Particularly
will they do so when their national heritage is not a forgotten relic, existent only in museums and libraries. For men resist oppression
only if their
hope of freedom and national
sovereignty
is tangible. A nation's culture, and especially its
art, determines
the degree of
tangibility.
Men march (or fail to march)
into battle to the tune of their
culture.
It is because of this
that
artists,
for better
or
worse, ultimately
decide the
fate of their nations. The moral
courage of generations can find
a proper setting In the work
of a single artist. Thus: Michelangelo, Beethoven, Pushkin, &
Strauss. Conversely, an age devoid of life-affirming
culture
is a time of surrender and subjugation. Thus, the Dark Ages.
Culture, paced by art, is the
atmosphere
in which nations
and people struggle to breathe
or passively expire.
A brief reference to Czech history indicates
an undying, if
at times
confused,
struggle
against oppression. This struggle was concretized and romanticized in music by the ~reat
Bohemian composer, Bedvrich
Smetana.
Smetana
was the innovator

of the Romantic-Czechoslovak
movement in music. His pupil,
Anton Dvovak, popularized and
expanded the movement, but it
was Smetana who infused his
strength and dynamism into a
musical culture which consisted
previously of virtually nothing
more than peasant songs and
monastical
liturgies.
Smetana's music is precisely
Bohemian folk-song selectively
apotheosized
into
romanticclassical
music according
to
the volcanic imagination
and
titanic metaphysics
of a' single
orchestral
master.
"Ma Valst" ("My Country")
a symphonic poem in six parts,
is the superb Smetana creation.
In all of music, no finer example of national-romanticism
exists. "Ma VIast" consists of'
two complementary
elements:
the music, and the narration.
The music sets the metaphysical, existential
tone for' the
narration,
and the narration
directs
imagination
to the
theme of the music. In this
respect,
"Ma Vlast" has only
two significant
rivals:
Beethoven's "Pastorale",
and Berlioz' "Fantastique."
The
theme
is Bohemia's
struggle for National sovereignty. Although composed for the
Bohemian people, like all great
art concerned
with universal
principles, it is directed to all
men, everywhere. One warning,
however:
"Ma Vlast"
is not
for weak hearts. 'It was composed by an human combustion
chamber
to ignite other combustion chambers. If you can't
stand the heat, stay out of
the blast furnace.
Smetana was a popular composer who appealed to the best

in men - their individual character, their power to achieve
-their values, their self-esteem.
Unlike the Mancini's
Gersh. win's, and Rodgers',
he, did
not compromise
his style to
suit mediocrity.
Smetana, like
Victor Hugo, envisioned men as
a race of giants not the
dwarfs and neurotics
of virtually all modern artists. Smetana commanded:
"Rise!" The
Mancini's plead: "Stay where
you are, boys, gutter-life isn't
really so bad ...
"
The strength of a nation lies
in its culture. A strong culture
may be. annihilated,
but never
subdued. Conversely, a wealthy
nation, poor in culture, may be
subdued like a ponderous giant
too tired to defend its vulnerable
points.
Once subdued,
giants are easily annihilated.
Therefore,
a
warning
to
tyranny:
destruction
of the
Czech People ~ envolves more
than tank guns, vs. hand thrown rocks, more than a million disciplined soldiers vs, unarmed
citizens,
more
than
whoesale
executions,
torture
chambers concentration camps.
In today's context, more than
the brute force of the bloodiest
dictatorship
~n history it
envolves the soul of a single
man become a national heritage
in his native land.
Author's Note: AynRand, the
Objectivist philosopher and romantic-realist
novelist
introduced me to romantic
literature, music, and visual art.
For this introduction,
to say
nothing of her philosophy, Objectivism, I am eternally grateful. "Romantic
art· provides
man with the fuel .. philosophy
-tbe
direction."

Theta Tau initiates eleven
The fall semester
activities
of Theta Tau Fraternity
began
November
6, 1968 in the Tau
Lounge. Eleven pledges were
initiated
and are as follows:
Jim Benner,
Tom Richmond,
Terry Cox, Roger Nagy, Harry
Sowers,
Claude
Huber,
Ron
Deriana,
Roger
Miller,
Lee
Staiger, Mike O'Keefe, and Tom
Schneider.
Following the initiation of the
pledges, Professor. Charles L.
Herndon was initiated
as an

Tech seniors named
to Who's Who "
Eleven

Tech seniors
have
to appear in the
1968-1969 edition of Who's Who
Among Students
in America
Universities
and Colleges.
All Montana
residents,
,the
eleven seniors are William H.
Barnes,
Boulder;
Edwin
D.
Carkeek,
Butte;
Michael
A.
Duran, Butte; Larry Hoffman,
Butte; Claude D. Huber, Butte;
Charles R. Hutt, Butte; Daniel·
J. Piazzola, Butte; Sydney L.
Robertson,
Butte; William E.
Thurston, Butte Clark Walters,
Billings and Gary Dahl, Superior.
Each senior was selected on
the basis of his excellence and
sincerity
in scholarship,
his
future promise in his field and
to society, his integrity and his
fair dealing with his associates,
and his leadership - participation in extra-curricular
and
academic activities.

been selected

honorary member. of the fraternity.
Professor
Herndon is
a professor in the Engineering
Science Department.
He has
been a member of the Montana
Tech facuIty for the past 'four
years.
After the initiation
a
dinner was held at Harrington's
Sirloin Room.

On October 24, the following
men were .approved
as prospective
pledges:
Rick Dale,
Karl Pack, Mel Breckus, Bruce
Williams, Art Degenhart,
Bob
Westermark,
Bud McEnaney,
Pat O'Brien, Larry MacIntyre,
Don MacIntyre and Fred Hoffman.

Kopper Kadets

Theta Tau Fraternity
is a
national professional
engineering fraternity and is comprised'
of thirty-three
chapters
and
some 30,000 alumnus, honorary
and
student
members.
The
Fraternity was formed as Alpha
Chapter
at the University
of
Minnesota on October 15, 1904.
Psi Chapter on Montana Tech's
-campus was chartered May 7,
1932.

to march again
Twenty Tech coeds composing the Kopper Kadets
will
make their 1968-69 debut December 21 during the half of
the Tech vs. Mount, Royal
basketball
game.
The coeds
hope to vastly improve
last
year's routines to provide highly entertaining
half time shows
for Tech basketball
fans.
Elane Dysinger, Kadet President, stated that she is having
trouble getting practice space,
but that Tom Lester and Mrs.
Sarsfield are helping to obtain
space for them. Miss Dysinger
also said that if space is available, the girls will practice at
least three days a week and
may possibly' receive a P. E.
credit for their efforts.
Kadet officers besides Miss
Dysinger
are Vice - president
Joyce Roberts, Secretary-Treasurer Linda Howard, and Drill
Mistress Brenda Walsh, Mrs.
Peg Sarsfield
is the group's
advisor.
The Kopper Kadets hope to
perform at least six times during the coming basketball
season.

MONTANA'S
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STORE FOR
MEN AND BOYS
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Dr. Dresser

and his three

disciples.

Field camp success
The return to school this fall
has brought a flurry of what
did you do over the summer.
Would you believe four weeks
on McCarthy Mountain?'! The
annual Montana Tech Geological Field Camp was held from
August 19 through September
14, some twenty five miles north
of Dillon, Montana.
The camp's
personnel
was
made up of John Blumer, Gary
Dahl, Mike Dewey, and Arthur
Rosenboom,
with
professor
Willard E. Cox, Dr. Hugh W.
Dresser and Dr. Fred N. Earl
aiding and instructing.
Geology 415 is a required
course for all those majoring
in Geological Engineering.
Its
function is to give the student
a chance to use all of his compiled knowledge and to develop
prectical field techniques.
The
program
is divided into four
parts. The first consists of the
measuring
of the stratigraphic
sequence of southwestern
Montana; describing the lithology,
petrography,
sedimentary
processes, stratigraphic
characteristics and identifying
various
fossils. Secondly a structural
geologic map was constructed
using plane table and alidade of
the Morrison-Kootenai
contact.
Thirdly a geologic map was
made of 28 sections using air
photographs stereoscopically
to
transfer contacts onto U.S.G.S.
topographic
maps. The fourth
part, which may be described
'as the visual imaginatory
telemetering project, took a greater
part of the time.
The fourth project began the
first night the camp was set
up, which happened
to be at
Western Montana College. This
new tool enabled Art to pick up
the sheriff's
daughter
during
the annual Dillon rodeo and
Gary Dahl to get promoted from
the status of One Boot Dahl to
No Boots. 'l'his was not done'
however,
without the aid of
several
local residents.
Gary
met with further adventure
on
the evening of the annual convocation of the Montana Tech
Geologic
Society-Field
Camp
Division.
At
approximately
three o'clock in the morning
Gary managed to slay the large
serpent in front of the Men's
Residence Hall and to fight off
the sword-wielding
knight in
armor.
Had that
been
all
everything would have been ali

right;
however,
a commando
of enemy
infiltrators
chased
him all over Dillon, Gary was
saved just in the nick of time
by two clever members of the
church. John, the LoneRanger.
r-eceived his well-awarded name
through the discovery of the adverse reaction of sardines and
Fritos, and greatly contributed
to the revival of the Great Nues
Ardent Theory of southwestern
Montana.
Then
there
was
Mike's reversion. This happened
during the fourth day of the
structural contour mapping project, somewhere along the Kootenai-thrust
contact.
To the
amazement
of all the members, Radio CMQ - Radio Free
Cuba, began transmitting!
in
Castilian a program of varied
interest .•
Sue Blumer,
a fly-by-night
member
of the project, delivered two new members to the
personnel,
Gunny
Sack and
Swimmer. Gunny Sack, known
throughout the school presently
as Fat Albert after Tom Finch,
and Swimmer, whose .aame has
been changed
to Shagnasty,
managed
to keep the troops
entertained
for many
hours
through
their hypnotic
feline
dances and, contortions.
The camp's
directors
were
not without their contributions
to' the overall' success of the
outing. Professor
Cox demonstrated . a. particular
aversion
toward
the blonde "buff
dolomite?" Dr. Earl, to the surprise of all, gave a lengthy
biologic seminar on the physiological relationships between the
Prickly Pear and one's posterior, while enjoying the attractive picnic area in the shade of
the Sage Brush. Dr. Dresser
completed the religious
training by addressing the group in
tongues
while explaining
the
simultaneous
disappearance
of
the Phosphoria, Dinwoody, Morrison, Kootenai and Colorado
Formations.
He shall long be
remembered
for his statement,
"we have lost many things in
the past, but we have never
lost a student before,"
as all
but one member departed from
Dillon.
For better or worse the camp
broke up and returned to Butte
with the first snow fall, and
after several
members
were.
just begining to recover from
the Dillon Tourista.
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One dollar education??
"'-.

-

-

Apathy is an abstract
idea,
which cannot be concretely
described or defined. Then why
should we be concerned
with
apathy?
Your stay at this institution comes at a giveaway
price. While the average
cost
of an education
in the United
States runs betwen two to three
thousand dollars per year, the
average cost at Montana Tech
falls around a thousand dollars.
Possibly
the tragedy
of Tech
results from the cheap cost of
an "education".
This low cost
may stimulate
the student to
expect very little of the col. turn to give
.'
lege and in
or ret
1
urn even ess.
Colleges
such
as Montana
Tech have a very hard time
. .
.
th
providing an educ~tI?n as
e'(
are too busy providing techmcal training. It is for this reason
that colleges like Georgia Tech
North Carolina State University and Virginia
Poly technical
Institute
which were at one
time technical
schools exclusively, now provide degrees
in
the Liberal Arts and Sciences.
A college can- only provide the
tools for acquiring
an education. It is up to the students
to create the necessary
atmosphere· in which an education
can be realized.
Thisatmosphere
can only be obtained
through student involvement
or
activism.
The student who contributes
the most to his school reaps
the greatest return. The majority of the students at Tech are
happy just to get into an orga~ization
or become
one of ItS
officers.
Unless
the student
creates,
is challenged
or can
'challenge
his fellow students,

by
Mi<:hael T~Dewey

,..

then he cannot truly become an
EDUCATED
man. An education i~ obtained
through
.ex ...
changing
thoughts
not
Just
idea~ and analyzing them. Defending a posl~IOn ~ve!l though
you do not. beheye in It .for the
sake of. discusston.
ThI~ procedure
develops. the mmd. to
its fullest ~apacIty, ~roadenmg
the persons personality ~nd e::,posing him to new sltuatIOn~ m
which he can choose f?r himself not only thos~ things, he
believes. in but WhICh ~e can
truly enjoy and appreciate. It
is no wonder that t~e greatest
from eng meers that
connplaint
...
have been out of college for
ti
. th t they were
some. ime IS
a.
not given, or required
to take
more
Liberal
Arts
courses.
Th
realize only when
it ~se t me7 t that they were
l
d I~ d 00 ~~UCATION
eme
an
_ .
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Tech students reveal immaturity
by Linda Morris
The fact that Tech has come
a long way in the past few years
will be disputed by very few.
The school's increased
enroll-.
ment, the scholarship programs,
the improved football team are
several
examples.
The recent
program
sponsored
by
the
Young Democrats
to bring political candidates
to the S.U.B.
to speak can be cited as another
good sign.
But maturity
on the part ofits students seems to be a different matter. The recent visit
to our campus at noon of several politicians is again an example of this lack. I refer in
particular
to the visit of Gov-

Bureau personnel
return from .meets
Three members
of the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology at Montana Tech have recently returned
from separate
meetings in Wyoming, Montana
and Idaho. A Tech graduate has
also been appointed chief of a
mining research
laboratory.
Uuno M. Sahinen,
associate
director of the Montana Bureau
of Mines and Geology, attended
a meeting of the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission
in Jackson, Wyo., Sept. 16 and
17. The Commission further reviewed the Plan of Study for
coordination
of the joint comprehensive
plan for development of the water and related
land resources
in the Pacific
Northwest
Region ,-and other
maters -of interest to Montana
and the Pacific Northwest.
. Dr. S. L. Groff, chief groundwater
and fuels division,
attended the fourth annual meeting of the Natural
Resources.
section of the society for Industrial
and Applied
Mathematics.
Dr. S. L. Groff, groundwater
and fuels division; i Montana
Bureau of Mines and Geology,
atatended
a special session of
the Natural
Resources
Council Federation
of Rocky Mountain States in Salt Lake City.
Dr. Grof also recently
attended a meeting of the Montana
Water
Resources
Board
in
Helena.
Dr. Herbert
G. Warren, Petroleum
engineering
depart.ment, attended
a meeting
of
the National
Society of Petro-·
leum Engineers
of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical
and Petroleum
Engineers in Houston, Texas, Sept.
2 to Oct. 4.

ernor Babcock. It" was obvious
that many students
are very
disinterested
in politics,
for
their lack of respect
for the
governor was apparent
in their.
rudeness as he spoke.
Without endorsing one man in
particular,
it seems to me that
any man who takes the time .to
speak to students should be accorded the respect and attention
due his effort, especially
the
governor
of our state. It must
have been very shocking to any
of the men who visited
our
campus that most young people,
who are crying for a lower voting age, were unwilling to give
up a few minutes of their lunch
time to listen, and if not to
listen, to at least have the courtesy to allow others to hear them.
For many, this was the only
opportunity
they, as a voter
or prospective' voter, had to see,
listen, and question the politicians.
I hope that these men will
overlook
the bad impression
they must have received
and
continue
to support
Montana
Tech.
This lack of maturity was also evidenced in the two games
our team won. At both of them
sportsmanship
was completely
lacking. It would seem to me
that a school with a team used
to defeat would be overjoyed
with a victory. Is vulgarity any
way to express
optimism
and

pride? I doubt if the players
are encouraged to win by shouts
that merely cut down the other
team. And I doubt if spectators,
both pro- and anti-Tech can get
a good impression
of our student body from such displays
of hostility.
When an opponent
is lying
hurt on the field, it hardly
seems charitable
to flaunt his
loss, our gain, by shouts of
"Kill, Kill!", and to give him
little applause
as he is half-.
carried to the bench. It is one
thing to be a good sport and
cheer your team to victory;
it is quite another to hiss and
boo the opposing
team in a
game like a hated enemy.
It is refreshing
to see the
students cheer at the game, if
: they cheer, but it is sickening
when a few take over the job
of the cheerleaders,
(which
were appointed for the purpose
of selecting
and directing
the
group cheers of the fans), and
lead the majority
of fans in
shouts that border on the distasteful.
It has been said that a school
that has been so long on the
bottom
in football. action
is
bound to be aggressive
when
they win - I think that the
line is not so thin between good
and poor sportsmanship;
between "good.i clean (dry) fun",
and ridiculous, rude, (drunken)
viciousness.

The Palm _Tree
by Michael

T. Dewey

.

The Palm tree, soul of my land
plow to her native scene
flutters alone agains the clear sky.
Next to her trunk that with which
her roots hold the soil,
Palmiche, palm seed, the gilded ones.
Flower of Cuba, Gilded ones,
are returning to the crimson clay .
from which they were consecrated
all dead.
I,..

I've seen the palm tree today and sadder

sight
I've never seen; from the hill top I saw her,
her trunk split from end to end.
Who will hold the soil?
The rain will carry the earth
to the sea and far off shores .
Today there lives not a Cuban in Cuba.
A judgement
and even if there were a God.
In the afternoon I will climb the hill
and with' my tears and those of my sons
dead sons, we'll give life to the palm.
And if God should forgive us the Palm tree.
Soul of my life, life will never return.
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··ASSAYING SPORTS
by Dave Kneebone
Tech's last football game was somewhat of a milestone in
as much as the officiating is concerned. For once we were not
playing eleven men from Rocky and four officials. Congratulations are in' order for whomever chose the officials for the last
game. Last spring, Athletic Director Tom Lester and Business
Manager Vic Burt stated at· a student Council meeting that
officials capable of calling a fair game would cost more money
but were definitely worth the added expense. It was mentioned
at this time that two local referees seemed bitter about something and continually vented their feelings while officiating. We
can not continue to hire such men.
The Frontier Conference as -a whole could stand much improvement in this area. It is an accepted fact of life that we can
defeat neither Rocky nor Northern on their home fields. Not to
say that the games are rigged, but compared to the officials I
watched at Eastern, there is definite need for regulation and
control by the conference. If there are such controls now, they
are certainly not enforced by present conference officers. After
all, there isn't a team that doesn't deserve a fair chance in any
game. Isn't that one of the reasons for having an athletic con-.
ference?
On the home front, the basketball season will start shortly.
We cannot continue to hire incompetents as in past years. Do
you remember what local official decided the outcome 'of the
Carroll game last year? Do you remember the names of the
good ref's? Let's give the good ones a decent stipend for officiating at our games so that they will make it a point to keep
their schedules open for: our games. Let's not go overboard
either. We do not want to sink to the same dapths as Rocky or .
Northern, but we do need officials that will make fair and honest
calls.
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Conference

Eastern
Northern
Western
Montana Tech
Carroll
Rock}' Mountain
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Conference

Team
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5-0-0
4-1-0
:r-2-0
2-3-0
11-4-0
0-5-0

37 W. PAltK
Butte's Largest Selection
of After Shave Lotions
& Cologne

All
Games
7-1-0
6-2-0
3-4-0
2-5-0
1-7-0
1-7-0

Flynn's·

*~*******.

CORSACES and
BOUTONNIERES
205 West Park Street
Butte, Montana
J~ D. and Eileen Flynn

MONT.

BUTTE

Pa rk Florists

Miners Lose fifth
. Montana Tech lost their fifth
game of the season to Northern
Montana College 27-21in Havre.
The Orediggers were ahead
7-0 at halftime on quarterback
Warren Bickford's six-yard run,
but failed to contain Northern in
the second half.
.
The lights tied the baUgame
early in the third period on
Jerry Miller's 10-yard run, then
Bob Hodge galloped - eight,
yards for their second score
of the quarter. Ron Grovom
added two' TD runs for Northern.
Tech added, second half TD's
on a one-yard run by Chuck
Roberts and a 38"yard pass from
Bickford to Greg Sheridan. Mel
Brekiis added three PAT's and
also intercepted three passes,
one of which was called back
because of a penalty.
A blocked punt in the final
period in the Light's end zone
turned out to be a "roughing
the kicker" penalty and a Northern first down.
Upset '68, Light the "V" was
the motto for the Miners against
NMC.
.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Montana Tech 0 7 7 7-21
Northern
0 0 21 7-27
Tech Northern
First Downs
25
16
Yards Rushing
276
317
Yards Passing
207
67
Total Yards
483
384
Passes Attempted . 25
9
Completed
13
5
Had Intercepted
3
3
Fumbles
1
1
Penalties yds.
10-86
12-117

Orediggers run ragged in season final
Tech's mighty Miners closed
Rocky score. Soon after the
the 1968 gridiron season with?
start of the fourth quarter,
35 to 25 mauling of the Rocky Mike Clarton recovered Rocky
Mountain Bears. Tech's defen- fumble in the end zone for the
sive platoon cracked the Bears
defenses twentieth point. Anothfor twenty of Tech's thirtyer Rocky fumble setup a Bickfive points with Mac Beaudry,
ford to Sheridan touchdown
Harry Lebsock, and Tom Wills pass.
acting. as spark plugs for the
The victory was Tech's secOrediggers.
ond this season and was enough
The Miners' first half offen- for the Orediggers to finish
sive punch was countered by fourth in the Frontier Conferfumbles
but fullback
Curt ence.
Johnson did score on a one Statistics
Tech RockY
11
yard run. Two blocked Bear
First Downs
13
107
punts accounted for thirteen
Yards Rushing
168
148
points in the first half. Rocky Yards Passing
62
255
pushed across one touchdown
Total Yards
230
25
in the second stanza.
\ passes Attempted
,12
8
Mac Beaudry nailed Rocky's
Passes Completed
3
1
Dawson in the end zone for a Passes Intercepted
2
5-42
safety in the third quarter. The Penalties-Yards
9-75
2-33
safety came after an early
Punts-Average
3-27

WILHELM
FLOWER SHOP
Broadway at Montana
Phone' 792-3695

FINLEN

FLOWER SHOP

Hotel Finlen-Phone

e.

ELECTRICITY
I
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November Basketball Schedule
November
22 Tournament
at 'Miles City
23 Tournament at Miles City
27 Lewis & Clark College
at Lewiston
28 Lewis & Clark College
at Lewiston

.

MONTANA POWER

~OMPA:: ~

SERVING YOU IS OUR BUSINESS

PEOPLE'S CAPITALISM
(

Kremlin communists refer to the United States iJ,1discrediting tone as a capitalistic country.
They seem unaware that what we have, under our
free enterprise system, could be called "people's capitalism."
•
Millions of Americans from all walks of life, in all
parts of the country, own stock in business or industry.
Many millions more own life insurance, a good part {If
which is invested in stocks and bonds. Their savings accounts and pension funds also are invested in industry.
People's capitalism, in which millions share, has made
America grow faster and stronger.

SUPER
B.OWLTM
SOCKS
win in a walk!
Sqper BoWl anklets thrive on
action because they're knit of
65% super-soft OrlonGD acrylicl
35% Nylon. Keep their shape
and good looks through months of
wear and machine washings.
Hi-Gard Heels and Toes (extra
Nylon reinforcement for longer
wear.) One size stretches to fit
10 to 13, In all the fashion
colors too! $2.00 pair.

GAMER SHOE
54 WEST PARK
BUTTE,
MONTANA
clA

Partner I·n....
!¥Iont ana 'P5

rogress "

..

723-7491

THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT
SERVICE
119 North Main St.
PHONE 792-7344

Butte

